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Newsletter from Pivab – Innovators in Automatic Rewinding
IKEA on the roll.

Pivab has finalized installation of a fully
automatic rewinder to one of the world’s
largest furniture manufacturers, Swedwood in
Poland, a fully integrated international
industrial group of IKEA. The rewinder was
specially developed to slit and rewind thin
stripes according to customer specified
requirements.

Now Pivab is also in Africa.

Pivab
has
successfully
installed
a
semiautomatic rewinder in one of the poorest
countries of the world, Ethiopia. Unlimited
packaging P.L.C. has started production of
single face rolls commonly used as packaging
material in the flower industry. Installation of
a Swedish machine in East Africa was a
different and pleasing experience with lots of
memorable moments for Pivab staff.

Pivab Machinery is a Swedish company that

The first 2.8-meter machine.

In 2002 Pivab had a “Factory day” at
Wellformat in Herford, Germany, where one of
the first fully automatic rewinders where
displayed. This event led to the acquaintance
of many of Pivab’s current contacts in Europe.
Monowell who is part of the Palm-group has
since then been one of Pivab’s contacts. Now
Pivab has started the production of a 2.8m
wide fully automatic rewinder with several
options, such as lateral web control,
automatic knife positioning system and
automatic core feeder to be placed at
Monowell’s factory in Sinsheim, Germany.
Perhaps “Factory day” is to thank for the
current trade.

specializes in manufacturing rewinders for single
face corrugated web. The company was founded in
1983 and has a long tradition of product
innovation and machine design according to
customer requirements.
These special machines for the single face market,
whether used in traditional corrugated or
laminating production environments, are easily
installed with basic connections to lines dedicated
to single face operations or at the end of existing
corrugators.
The Pivab rewinders offer good opportunities to
production cost savings in the single face market.
Please contact us if you have any questions or if
you would like to have a quotation. Product video
and pamphlets are also available for download on
our website. www.pivab.com
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